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CCC 
Croydon Communities Consortium 

Notes of the Public Meeting 
South Norwood Baptist Church 

Oliver Avenue 
 SOUTH NORWOOD  

SE25 6TY 
Tuesday 7 April 2015 

7pm to 9pm 

 

Present: Elizabeth Ash (Chair), Mahbub Sadiq Bhatti, Tony Bowden, Pauline Childs, 
Sheila Childs, Roger Clark (Treasurer), Joanna Corbin, Vernon Cowdy, Steve Dancy, Liz 
Francis, Beryl Gowers, David Gowers, Zainab Khan, Inspector David Lee, Rev. Peter 
Leverson, Clive Locke, Sergeant Leah MacDonald, Peter Morgan, Marva Powell, Annette 
Reid, Bosco Saldanha, Janet Stollery, Debbie Williams, Sabrina Williams, Anne Viney 

Apologies: Cllr Richard Chatterjee, Jill Colman, Sean Creighton, Sharon Godman, David 
Hooper, Mark Johnson, Maureen Levy, Linda Morris, Grace Onions, Alan Reynolds, 
Gordon Thompson. 

The first five twenty minutes were given to registration, refreshments and 
networking.  There was a display of local information available. 

The meeting started at 7.25pm 

  

Welcome and introductions 
The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting and introduced the committee. There were 
no objections to the meeting being recorded, for the purposes of note taking. 

Local Policing update 
Inspector David Lee and Sergeant Leah McDonald were introduced and welcomed to the 
meeting. 
 
Inspector Lee explained that he is the Inspector for the north of the borough, overseeing 
ten Safer Neighbourhood Teams (SNTs) and expressed his thanks for being invited along 
to the meeting. Sergeant Leah MacDonald is attached to the local Safer Neighbourhoods 
team. 

Current priorities 
Inspector Lee reported that at the end of financial year the good news was that most of 
the major crime hikes had come down, including burglary, theft from person, robbery, 
and theft from motor vehicle. In the next twelve months the priorities in the north of the 
borough will be criminal damage, theft of motor vehicles and violence with injury.  But, 
on the whole, crime is down. 

Violence with injury extends across the whole of the Met, not just Croydon, and is 
especially linked to town centres with the night-time economy.   

Under the current local policing model more officers are available, but their 
responsibilities and workload has gone up.  They have had more success in combatting 
crime and Anti Social Behaviour across the board.   
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A review, taking on views of the public, has highlighted that visibility of police has gone 
down. From October 2015 changes will take place, shift patterns will change to increase 
police visibility and the need for local policing team officers from other areas being 
drafted into cover will be reduced.  The aim of this move is to ensure police are more 
visible and instil more public confidence and satisfaction. 

Street a Week Initiative 
Inspector Lee explained the Street a Week initiative where the SNTs (Safer 
Neighbourhood Teams) knock on as many doors as possible to talk to people, thus 
improving their contact base, and deliver newsletters.   

Croydon Met Police are also reaching out to the public with their new survey on Anti-
Social Behaviour to find out what issues are important to people in each ward. 

Questions were invited from the floor, as follows: 

Help from the public 
In response to a question about how the public can help the police more, Inspector Lee 
replied that the police need people to communicate with them, noting that there may be 
an issue of under-reporting. An example was give that areas such as Upper Norwood 
with high Asian or Muslim communities may be afraid or embarrassed to have police 
officers calling on them.  The aim was to get the public more confident in approaching 
the police through increased police visibility. 

Neighbourhood Watch was mentioned and Inspector Lee agreed this was also a good way 
to communicate with neighbours and the Police. 

Monthly SNT newsletters 
The Chair mentioned that at CCC’s South Croydon meeting, CI McGarry had encouraged 
people to sign up for their local SNT newsletters, although people were reluctant to do 
this.  As a result, the newsletters for each ward are now being posted on the CCC 
website, along with other useful information. The Q+A on dealing with Anti-Social 
Behaviour, detailing who to contact on specific issues was noted as particularly useful, to 
save wasting police time on enquiries they cannot deal with whilst ensuring the member 
of the public goes to the correct agency without delay.   
 
The Chair stressed how useful signing up to receive these updates direct from local SNTs 
was, particularly as urgent updates relevant to the specific areas will be received 
immediately, such as suspicious activity in the area, burglaries or calls for information on 
specific issues.  

Accidents and speeding 
The Police were asked in which areas speeding was prevalent and does speeding relate to 
accidents or do other factors play a role.  Inspector Lee explained that speeding was a 
known issue, for example, in Thornton Heath, especially Grange Road and the area near 
Thornton Heath pond.  Proactive operations were in place to address this. This was also 
being addressed by working with the Council to introduce measures such as speed 
humps and narrowing of the roads, as appropriate.  Croydon Police had certain days 
when they were out gathering information with automatic number plate readers, and also 
looking for speeding incidents.  Speeds of more than 30 mph but under 40mph were 
common on some roads.  Speeding on smaller side roads, used as a cut-through, was far 
less likely.  

Enforcing 20 mile per hour zones / Road traffic accidents 
Croydon Council plans to consult on the introduction 20 mph speed limits in Croydon.  

In response to questions relating to enforcement, it was noted that enforcing any speed 
limit was difficult as time and technology was required and this is just one aspect of 
police work.  
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In response to a further question, it was stated that 20mph could be enforced.  If 20mph 
limits came in, the Police would support this and act to enforce it. 

Inspector Lee noted that Croydon was one of the highest boroughs in London for fatal 
accidents last year, noting these were not necessarily in the north.  People should have 
regard for the law. 

A member of the audience pointed out that some accidents were not as a result of speed 
but, for example, a pedestrian being hit at low speed. 

Another member of the audience, with twenty years experience on the Croydon bench, 
pointed out that every accident has its own individual factors so it is impossible to draw 
any conclusions from this.  The Inspector agreed with this.  Speed is not the only factor. 
Other factors such as visibility, poor attention e.g. driver’s use of mobile phone, use of 
substances, pedestrians dashing out to/from buses all play a role and each case may 
have several factors.  It was explained that a report was completed on each accident or 
incident, detailing contributing factors. 

Inspector Lee explained that, in regard to devoting resources to enforcement, this would 
be done on the basis of statistics to decide where best to target time and resources.   

Engagement with shopkeepers/traders 
A member of the audience noted that by using a more ‘old-fashioned style’ of policing in 
Broad Green there has been improved relations between the shopkeepers in London 
Road and the Police, by the Police being out on the streets and going to talk to the 
shopkeepers.  Was this something that was also happening in South Norwood?   

Inspector Lee confirmed that other teams have noted the positive outcomes in Broad 
Green and they are applying a similar approach in South Norwood and elsewhere. 

Sergeant MacDonald mentioned that quite recently she had a team of eight talking to 
local shopkeepers and they had been focussing on drug use in the area. 

Inspector Lee confirmed that Broad Green and South Norwood were identified as 
amongst the most challenging areas.  Flooding the street with officers does not 
necessarily solve the issues. Police have a focus on trying to catch drug dealers, although 
this sometimes takes a while, as they have to be watched before an arrest can be made. 
This covert activity will not be obvious to the public. 

Police bases and police stations 
Another member of the audience thought it was not helpful for officers to be in a Gipsy 
Hill base, shared with Lambeth, when there are unused bases in Croydon area.  Another 
noted that officers seem to be spread too thinly, whereas when there were more bases 
there seemed to be more police around and they could get to know the people more in 
that area.  An example given was the combination of Shirley with Coulsdon West, but 
based in New Addington.   

Inspector Lee pointed out that combining of areas, which may not appear logical to the 
public, are often more about shift patterning, but areas are covered.  This cluster-based 
system has no bearing on burglaries as wards are covered and criminals cannot predict 
shift patterns.  The Police are on their patches and do not spend that much time actually 
in their base.  Police always encourage the public to keep them informed of potential 
problems.   

Abstractions  
In response to a question tabled on this, Inspector Lee explained that there have been 
times when officers have been deployed to London to cover heightened security levels, 
following the Charlie Hebdo bombings in Paris, for example.  
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The Police confirmed that they have to deploy more officers to Central Croydon for the 
night-time economy Thurs-Sat, but this will be changing from October as previously 
mentioned, to free up more officers outside the Town Centre to address such issues as 
burglaries, motor vehicle crime and so on.   

Gangs and disaffected youth 
In response to a question about gangs, the Police confirmed that if there was more of a 
police presence in an area, gangs are likely to move on. This isn’t a resolution as it just 
moves the issue. 

A resident commented that getting people working on community projects would better 
address needs, improve community engagement and keep crime off the streets.  
Imprisoning gang members often leads to those involved learning other skills to commit 
crime when they are released.  The solution, offered the local resident, was that the 
police should work with communities to solve these issues. 

The Police said that they run cadet programmes for the community.  The member of the 
audience went further to note that churches run youth clubs but the people who tend to 
go to these are not likely to be those from difficult backgrounds. 

Inspector Lee agreed to discuss this further with the member of the audience. 

Quick Police response 
A member of the audience voiced his thanks to Croydon Met Police for a timely response.  
His door had been damaged in an attempted burglary, alongside other dwellings where 
access had been gained and which had been burgled. The Police had responded in 30 
minutes to his call.  The member also noted further criminal damage to the rear of a 
shared property, also reported to Police. 

Drugs 
A question was asked regarding the policy of arrests for possession of drugs and the 
Police confirmed that many factors are taken into account.  For Class A drugs, that is 
immediate arrest but for small amounts of Class B downwards there was a tiered 
approach dependant on quantity on the vulnerability of the person, their age, and 
whether they already have convictions for drug use.  Warnings may be given, but only 
one, and then a caution or arrest on subsequent occasions.  A warning or caution stays in 
place for five years. 

South Norwood Police Station 
A comment was made about the vehicles being kept on the ramp way by South Norwood 
Police station, and problems relating to people racing these vehicles in the area. It was 
made clear that responsibility lies with the landowner. 

Others suggested reporting the nuisance to the council and taking the issue up with local 
councillors. Sgt MacDonald took a note of details to follow up on the matter. 

Inspector Lee explained that new anti-social legislation came in, which means the public 
can report a disruption to community life, associated with anti-social behaviour or crime.  
Under what is called a community trigger, the community needs to report the issue to 
the council.  Once the Council have received three triggers for the same issue, the 
Council with the Police are then obliged to look into it.   

Stop and Search in Croydon 
In response to a question relating to Stop and Search it was confirmed that there is an 
active monitoring group in Croydon. Inspector Lee explained that there are no set criteria 
for Stop and Search.  A revised code of practice has led to even stricter standards being 
applied to Stop and Searches, reducing the frequency and increasing the success rate.  
Numbers of Stop and Search are down in Croydon. 
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Contacting your local Policing team 
Sergeant MacDonald reminded all that any member of the public could email their local 
policing team at any time about any issue or a question they have. 

With no further questions for the Police, Inspector Lee and Sergeant MacDonald 
were thanked. 

The following updates and notices were highlighted, with comments 
made by those attending and various discussions arising: 

Updates from previous meetings 
- Matters raised with councillors There have been no updates since the last meeting.  

- Training and support to get online 
CCC committee have confirmed, as a result of queries based on questions tabled at the 
February meeting, that Croydon libraries no longer provide support for this or run 
courses offered by an independent company. Any support in libraries appears to be down 
to volunteers offering time to help out, or to staff, but staffing has been reduced 
considerably. It has not yet been possible to confirm if any other agency or organisation 
offed this. Action: CCC to pursue and report if more info is available. 

- Hiring of public spaces  
A response to questions raised regarding how costs are justified for hiring of public 
spaces, such as parks, has been pursued since October 2014, with no answer to date, 
despite numerous emails with the Council and the Councillor thought to be responsible. 

A reply has been received to invite CCC to meet to discuss requirements, which was not 
the query. The Chair invited someone to pursue this and report back.  There were no 
takers. 

- Festivals in Croydon 
As with the parks query, the Cabinet member responsible had not replied to several 
emails sent to him or his deputy. Council officers did respond to say that these had been 
cancelled due to cost.  There is the Ambition Festival (23-26 July) this summer, although 
it was noted that having signed up for updates these are not being received by CCC so 
others may have similar difficulties. There is a website where details are being posted. 

- Council engagement on parks 
This has already started via known Friends of park groups, picked up on Twitter and not 
via any official announcement. It appears that individuals are not being invited for their 
views and the suggestion is that anyone wishing to have a say needs to feed views in via 
the local park group. With this in mind, CCC has sought a list of groups so anyone with 
an interest has details.  This has now been received from a council officer but is not 
complete so CCC committee will seek to build this too, as was done for the list of 
Residents’ Associations and groups, also incomplete. 

Agenda items 
 - South Norwood regeneration and 20 mph zones CCC committee had sought to 
make contact with Council officers on these issues but, despite several calls and emails, 
no one had responded to attend the meeting, to provide information or to answer 
questions. 
 
- Council’s Equalities and Inclusion policy Sean Creighton had requested time to 
lead a discussion of this and a paper he had written but he was unable to attend at the 
last minute. 

The committee advised that the approved policy had only been made available on the 
Council’s website that day, that it was an interim policy which may be revised in light of 
the findings and recommendations of the Opportunity and Fairness Commission. 
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Sean Creighton’s discussion paper had been written without discussion with the CCC 
committee. It was hoped that CCC would meet with Sean regarding this if he wished to 
table it at a future meeting. 

CCC has already agreed to follow the Council’s Equalities and Inclusion policy, which 
would include revisions, and have no power to alter the policy. 

Notices 
- Steven Mubanga, a 20 year old from Norbury, has been missing since 11 
January 2015 when he did not return, as expected, to the army barracks where he was 
stationed.  There have been reported sighting of him since but no real leads.  

All were asked to please help spread the word, follow the Facebook page and the Twitter 
account. His family are desperate to find him.  Photos of Steven were displayed on the 
table of local information at the meeting. See: 
https://croydoncc.wordpress.com/2015/02/01/help-find-steven-mubanga-20-year-old-
missing-from-norbury/ 

- Croydon Opportunity and Fairness Commission: Details are posted on the CCC 
website: https://croydoncc.wordpress.com/category/opportunity-fairness-commission/. 

A toolkit has been issued to help people engage with this body. If there is interest, CCC 
are happy to hold a meeting using the toolkit to canvass views to feed into the 
Commission, but there has been insufficient interest so far.  Any individuals or groups 
can make representations, independently. 
 
The Commission is also seeking youth commissioners – deadline of 20 April, when a 
meeting for youth is being held.  

Discussion on the work of the Commission so far was had. The consultation undertaken 
in New Addington was considered unrepresentative as only 50 to 60 people out of 
thousands were engaged to feed in views.  The effectiveness of the commission has been 
questioned, including by those who attended the launch and the first meeting in New 
Addington.  

The public meeting in February clashed with that of CCC, so the CCC meeting was 
cancelled. No future dates for Commission meetings are known at this time but CCC are 
chasing details. 

- Stanley Halls Trustees sought Another reminder that Stanley Halls is to be 
community run and the Stanley People’s Initiative is looking for people willing to stand as 
Trustees.  See: https://croydoncc.wordpress.com/2015/02/14/stanley-halls-seek-
trustees/ 

Comments and announcements were taken from the floor, with 
subsequent discussions, as follows: 

Upper Norwood and Croydon Libraries 
Copies of ‘The Library Campaigner’ magazine, produced by the charity, The Library 
Campaign, were made available to anyone with an interest. This issue set out questions 
on libraries for people to put to whatever party individuals were considering to support. 

A question regarding Upper Norwood Library funding arose, a library jointly funded by 
Lambeth and Croydon. It was known that this library was run by a Trust and the latest 
was that a cut in funding by Lambeth had resulted in Croydon Council matching this 
reduced level of funding.  

The wider issue of the decline in Croydon libraries was discussed. The recent Croydon 
Guardian letter to the Editor from a retired librarian, referred to the decline in Croydon 
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Libraries, was noted. The Chair declared her interest, as a local and national library 
campaigner.  
 
An update on Croydon libraries had also been requested but the Cabinet member 
responsible had not responded to this either. Action: CCC to pursue 

Self-serve is being introduced in all but the smallest libraries, desks are often unstaffed 
and the number of library staff has been greatly reduced, meaning queues in libraries 
and staff unable to deal with queries or offer the same level of support as previously.  
Those most affected are children, the vulnerable and the elderly, who are most likely to 
need help and support. 

Self-serve was considered by one attendee as leading to freeing up of staff time to deal 
with queries. Others pointed out that it is used to cut staffing and this has been the case 
elsewhere.  The enquiry desk in the Children’s library at Central is often unstaffed and 
was completely unstaffed for months on end last year, as were stations on another floor.  

Another made mention that everything is or will be on line. This was refuted. The sheer 
volume and choice of books available in a well stocked library service, with help on hand 
from a trained informational professional was noted as irreplaceable. Cost was another 
issue, with library books, including those needed for study and research, available at no 
cost in libraries.  

The role of libraries as community hubs, bringing communities together with local 
information and giving more isolated residents a safe, neutral and welcoming place to 
make contact with others was discussed. 

Fly tipping 
The issue of fly tipping was raised as an on-going issue. It was known that Cllr Stuart 
Collins, the Cabinet member responsible, seems very determined to crack down on this. 
The Don’t Mess with Croydon campaign had been launched and prosecutions have been 
made.  
 
Fines are issued in a new, streamlined system, where reduced level of investigation is 
carried out before issuing a fine. The app was noted as an effective means of reporting, 
although, as noted in previous meetings, it does not work on all operating systems. Fly 
tipping can be reported by phone, using the app, and photos can be attached. This will 
also note the location. Action: CCC to follow the matter up with Cllr Collins or a council officer to 
get an update on the initiative and level of enforcement. 

Parish Nurse drop-in sessions at South Norwood Baptist Church 
Marva Powell, the Parish Nurse, was invited to speak of her work.  

There are 100 Parish Nurses nationwide. Marva explained that she is a registered nurse, 
attached to the Church, helping to promote health and wellbeing for people in the area.  
It is a voluntary role, although some Parish Nurses are salaried. 

Marva runs a drop-in session on the first Wednesday of the month, from 9.30 to 11am. 
There are other Parish Nurses in the UK, attached to different Churches and the scheme 
has run since 2003. A Parish Nurse is able to offer more time than a usual GP 
appointment.  If unable to help, the Parish Nurse may be able to signpost people to the 
right service. Parish Nurses are available to anyone, regardless of religion or belief.  

20 mph consultation 
An attendee drew the meeting’s attention to the 20 mph consultation, which is to start in 
the north of the borough.  Eventually the entire borough will be consulted and if the 
outcome is positive, it will be introduced on all roads in an area, except A roads and bus 
routes, and not on a road-by-road basis. The member pointed out that there is not 
currently any information about this proposed consultation on the Council website. It was 
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understood that this consultation will be online, but hard copies would be available to 
those who cannot access it online.  
Action: CCC agreed to check when the consultation will start, and what the format will be, and 
advertise it. 

Community action on fly tipping and rubbish 
A local resident announced a Neighbourhood Clean-up planned in Michael Road and Parry 
Road for Saturday 11 April, 8am-2pm, and encouraged anyone willing to help to attend. 
The Council are providing facilities to support the clean up, including taking away the 
refuse and recycling collected.  
 
It was hoped that this was the first of a number of clean up events in the area.  CCC are 
happy to post details of this or other community initiatives on the CCC website. 

Attendance of Councillors at CCC meetings 
It was noted that no councillors were present at the meeting. A member questioned 
whether councillors were unable to engage in public meetings during the purdah period 
prior to a general election. 
 
CCC explained that, having enquired about convening meetings leading up to the general 
election, the Council had advised that the conditions applied in the local election in 2014 
did not apply to the General election and CCC were not required to cease holding 
meetings.  
 
The committee explained that all councillors had received invitations, but in the run up to 
the general election councillors were spending many hours canvassing for their 
prospective MP candidate.  Councillors usually did attend. 

Conclusion 
After checking whether there were further questions or points anyone wished to make, 
the meeting drew to a close and everyone was thanked for attending.  

The Chair advised that it was hoped that the next CCC meeting would be held in New 
Addington.  All on the circulation list would be advised when the details were confirmed. 

All were asked to share information about CCC meetings. 

The process of records for the meeting was explained. Notes of meeting would be 
circulated to the Police for comment, and then to those attending for comment. All were 
asked not to share the draft notes before they were finally circulated and posted on the 
website. 

Meeting closed at 8.40pm, giving time for networking. 
 
CroydonNeighbourhoods@gmail.com  
CCC website 
Find us on Twitter @CroydonNbrhoods  
Find us on Facebook 
Our free events are at Eventbrite: http://croydoncc.eventbrite.co.uk/ 
 


